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Tässä diplomityössä tutkittiin vastasyntyneen elektroenkefalogrammin (EEG) vaihe-
ja amplitudikorrelaatioita. Ennenaikainen syntymä voi aiheuttaa komplikaatioita ja
muutoksia aivojen funktionaalisessa konnektiivisuudessa, mikä voi johtaa vakaviin
neurologisiin häiriöihin myöhemmin elämässä. Tutkimuksessa käytetty aineisto
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iässä, jotta vaihe- ja amplitudikorrelaatiot ovat vertailukelpoisia ryhmien välillä.
Aineistosta laskettiin kolme erilaista synkroniamittaria, jotka kuvaavat vastasyn-
tyneen aivoissa esiintyviä erilaisia vaihe- ja amplitudikorrelaatioita. Diplomityön
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kehitystä syntymän hetkellä. Kaikki nämä tutkimukset osoittavat, että ryhmien
välillä on selkeitä eroja, mistä havaitaan, että yhteydet aivoissa eivät kehity kaik-
kialla samaan aikaan ja että keskosina syntyneiden aivojen kehitys on mahdollisesti
hieman myöhästynyt. Tuloksista havaitaan myös, että synkroniamittareista saattaa
olla hyötyä vauvan kognitiivisen kehityksen ennustamisessa.
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11 Introduction
Premature birth, often caused by major complications in pregnancy, is a surprisingly
common phenomenon, as 14.9 million babies were born prematurely in 2010 [1, 2].
This means that 11.1% of all the babies born alive are subject to many challenges,
since complications related to being prematurely born cause approximately 35% of
the world’s annual neonatal deaths and they are also the second highest cause of
death in children below five years of age [2, 3]. The children that do survive have
a lifelong burden caused by the premature birth, as it may cause many different
neurological disorders, such as cerebral palsy, impaired cognitive functions, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder and many others [1]. Many of these disorders are
related to functional connectivity problems, they do not show up until later in
life and diagnosing them is challenging, which is why studying the differences in
functional connectivity at an early age is important and necessary [4].
Functional connectivity refers to statistically significant dependencies between
neuronal activity and is quantifiable with correlations, coherence, phase–locking and
other statistical measures [5, 6]. It is usually estimated as the statistically significant
synchronization of neuronal activity between brain regions, and it can be studied from
time series acquired with electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography
(MEG), electrocorticography (ECoG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). Functional connectivity is inherently non-stationary in time, it varies fast
and is highly specific to quite narrow frequency bands [7]. It can be used to acquire
information on the underlying structural connectivity, when the measurement’s
time scale is long enough [8]. This is especially useful since measuring structural
connectivity of the brain is challenging, particularly in neonates. [9, 10]
The theoretical and applied literature concerning functional connectivity is quite
vast, since there are many different mathematical methods to calculate functional
connectivity, which have very varied measurement and physiological bases [11]. In
this thesis, functional connectivity is studied through correlation structures, resulting
from neuronal interactions in large-scale networks: Neuronal activity is represented as
phase and amplitude dynamics within a frequency band. The functional connectivity
is then depicted as phase–phase correlations (PPCs) and phase–amplitude correlations
(PACs) [12].
The dataset used in this thesis consists of EEG measurements from 113 neonates
(67 controls born fullterm, 46 prematurely born babies). The measurements span at
least 5 minutes for both sleep states: active sleep (AS) and quiet sleep (QS). The
measurements were done at the term-equivalent age, meaning that babies in both
groups were at the same age and in the same developmental stage. The EEG signal
is first transformed into cortical source signals, after which functional connectivity is
calculated, resulting in the following synchrony features: phase–phase correlation
(PPC) [13], nestedness coefficient (NC) [14], which represents phase–amplitude
correlation, and nested phase–phase correlation (NPPC) [15]. The frequency bands
at which the features were studied were between 0.2 Hz and 20 Hz.
The goal of this master’s thesis is to investigate the differences in functional
connectivity between babies born prematurely and babies born fullterm. This is done
by calculating several synchrony features from cortical signals reconstructed from
the EEG data, which were measured from the babies, and by group comparison.
The research questions studied in this thesis are:
1. Are there differences in functional connectivity between preterms and controls?
2. Do the functional connectivity features correlate with neurological outcome?
3. Are there differences in functional connectivity in different sleep states?
To address the first question, the synchrony features were calculated for both
groups and compared statistically. With the results it is possible to see in which
regions of the brain there are significant functional connectivity differences between
the two groups. The results can be used to evaluate the effect of premature birth on
functional connectivity.
With the second question, the aim is to find out if the connectivity features
show some predictive value in regards to the neurological outcome of a neonate.
The neurological development is measured with the neurological scores C1 and C2,
which evaluate the current state of the motor, sensory and behavioural progress
of a neonate. Higher neurological scores are linked with better later motor and
neurological outcome.
With the final question, the goal is to assess how the sleep state influences the
synchrony features. Since the EEG waveforms are different in the two sleep states,
they could cause noticeable changes in the synchrony features. It will also be taken
into account how the sleep state affects the results of the above mentioned other
research questions.
32 Background
This section describes the background of the study field. Firstly, it focuses on the
development of the brain during the pre- and postnatal periods. Secondly, premature
birth and its effect on the brain are explained. After this, the working principle of
EEG is described and EEG in a neonatal environment is discussed. Lastly, the topic
of functional connectivity is explored.
2.1 Development of the brain
A baby’s brain develops immensely during the second half of gestation and during
the neonatal period, almost tripling its size during the third trimester. During this
period the cerebral pathways find their targets and grow in the cortical plate: the
thalamo–cortical fibres spread in the transient subplate zone, reposition in the cortical
plate and create a remarkable amount of functional synapses with both permanent
and transient (temporary) neuronal populations, shown in Figure 1. The plasticity
of the brain is at its highest right before and after birth and the number of synapses
in a neonate is higher than in the adult brain [16]. [17]
The subplate, located beneath the cortical layer, is four times thicker than the
cortical plate and its thickness gradually decreases throughout gestation, disappearing
during postnatal development [18]. During early development, the subplate has a
very important role, as it works as a "waiting zone" to which the afferents from
the thalamus and other cortical regions create the first longer-range connections.
The thalamo-cortical connections attain the subplate towards the end of the second
trimester (approximately 28 weeks) and reach the cortical layer during the beginning of
the third trimester (29th to 33rd week). During this same period, the cortico-cortical
connections reach the subplate and lower cortical structures. The thalamo-cortical
connections are predominantly located in the cortical layer IV, when getting closer to
fullterm (38th to 40th week) and the cortico-cortical connections achieve to find their
intended areas within the cortex. The short cortico-cortical connections continue
developing throughout several postnatal weeks, while the long cortico-cortical and
thalamo-cortical connections have already stopped growing. [17, 19]
Brain development and subsequent neurocognitive outcome critically depend
on the brain circuitries and how well they link in the pre- and perinatal periods
[18]. This linkage is enhanced by early brain activity caused, for example, by
sensory input, which modifies and strengthens the networks after birth [20]. These
modifications occur via addition and removal of synapses, stabilization of synaptic
connections, neuronal arborization, branching of axons and controlled cell death
(apoptosis) [16, 20]. The changes can be between single neurons locally or between
bigger groups at a greater distance. The local connectivity is deemed to be stronger
than long-distance connectivity in the neonatal brain [21].
4Figure 1: Organization of the developing cerebral wall during the early preterm
phase (CA 24–32 weeks) (a, b) and late preterm phase (CA >32 weeks) (c, d).
The first main periventricular crossings of pathways are displayed in red, while the
second frontal crossings are in green (a, c). Development of cortical afferents (b,
d): thalamo-cortical afferents are in red, callosal fibres in blue and basal forebrain
fibres in white lines. The insets show the laminar organization of the changing zones
in the cerebral wall. CP, cortical plate; SP, subplate zone; IZ, intermediate zone;
SVZ, subventricular zone; Cal, callosal fibres; WM, white matter; WMg, gyral white
matter. Modified from Kostovic and colleagues [17, 18].
2.2 Premature birth
Premature birth (birth before the gestational age (GA) of 37 weeks) is an abnormal
event resulting from some major disturbances in pregnancy [1]. During 2010, it
was estimated that a total of 14.9 million babies were born prematurely, meaning
11.1% of all livebirths globally [2]. The percentage of premature births is low in
most European countries where they account for 5% of livebirths, while it is high
in many African countries with a precentage as high as 18% [2]. Blencowe and
colleagues found that rates of premature birth had decreased only in three countries
(Croatia, Estonia and Ecuador) between 1990 and 2010, from all the 65 countries with
time-trend data [2]. Complications related to premature birth have been estimated
to be the cause of 35% of the world’s 3.1 million annual neonatal deaths [3]. They
are also the second highest cause of death in children under the age of 5 years, after
5pneumonia [3]. Premature birth is the leading cause of child death in most of high-
and middle-income countries [3]. For those that do survive, premature birth has
lifelong effects on the functioning of the brain, for example, increasing the risk of
cerebral palsy, visual disorders and impaired learning. Table 1 displays negative
neurocognitive outcomes, which can be seen at a young age (up to 2 years) or at
schoolgoing age, caused by a very preterm birth [1].
Table 1: Adverse neurocognitive outcomes as a result of a very preterm birth [1].
Early outcomes (up to 2 years) School-age outcomes
Low developmental scores Cognitive impairment
Cerebral palsy (CP) Motor impairment (clumsiness)
Blindness Visual-spatial/perceptual problems
Deafness Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
Transient dystonia Psychiatric symptoms
Feeding difficulties Ocular impairments
Delayed language skills Poor auditory discrimination
Special educational needs
A very premature birth is especially dangerous (birth at a gestational age (GA)
between 28 and 32 weeks), as during this period the brain and all other body
functions of the fetus are developing very rapidly [1]. Even though the number
of preterm infants that survive has increased, due to the developed treatment in
neonatal intensive care units (NICU), the neurodevelopmental outcome has still
remained poor [1, 22, 23]. This is because of different brain injury mechanisms, such
as damaged connectivity, inflammation or oxidative stress, which result mostly in
cognitive impairment [24]. Because of this, the focus is no longer purely on the
survival of the baby, but also on monitoring the brain for early abnormalities and
trying to protect it during this vulnerable period, since biomarkers that are measured
at birth or shortly after may be of use when diagnosing and predicting the possible
complications and future outcome of the baby [25]. As much information as possible
regarding the likelihood of survival and possible cognitive impairments is needed,
when figuring out the best clinical decisions and discussing with the parents [23].
The demand for brain monitoring methods after preterm birth has increased and
electroencephalography (EEG) is a well suited tool for both long-term monitoring
in the NICU and basic research [24, 25]. The preterm brain is most vulnerable
throughout the first days after birth, and the most important task is to try and preserve
the structural and functional integrity of the brain. It has been shown that the early
electrocortical background activity is associated with future longterm neurological
outcome and that it also relates to subsequent brain growth [26]. An increase in the
electrocortical background activity and increased number of spontaneous activity
transients (SATs) (further explained in Chapter 2.4) during the first postnatal days
correlates with a better longterm outcome [26]. In babies which have more cortical
electrical activity and SATs, the total brain volume, and especially the subcortical
grey matter volume, grows faster [27].
6It has also been shown that structural measurements of the premature brain, with
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at birth, can be used to predict the functional
state of the brain at the term-equivalent age [28]. Dubois and colleagues also found
correlation between the structure of the cortical surface at birth and the measured
neurobehavioural scores at term age. This highlights the close link of function and
structure in the developing brain. Alteration in early structural brain development
could thus be the the cause which sets in motion the subsequent functional damage,
which can manifest itself as neurological disorders later in life [28].
2.3 Electroencephalography (EEG)
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a neuroscientific tool, which measures the scalp
electric potentials caused by electrical activity within neuron populations [29]. EEG
has a good temporal resolution, which allows studying of the dynamics of neural
networks and the functioning of the brain at millisecond intervals [29]. Hans Berger
was the inventor of EEG in 1924, and it is nowadays widely used both in research
and in multiple clinical applications [30].
EEG can be used to study the characteristics of brain activity in varying cognitive
states: EEG time-series clearly reveal different sleep states and levels of alertness. It
can also be utilized to study the effects of medication, drugs and diseases on brain
activity. As with studying the effect of medication and drugs, EEG can also be used
to research how the brain responds to different types of stimuli (visual or other).
In addition to this, EEG is an invaluable tool for people suffering from epileptic
seizures, as it can be used to detect seizures and their type, which helps finding the
appropriate treatment for the patient. [31]
EEG is recorded with help of electrodes placed on the scalp. The position of
the electrodes has been internationally standardized according to the 10–20 system,
which uses landmarks on the head to specify the electrode locations [31, 32]. With
the help of this system, all research and clinical studies can be made uniform. The
positions are named with a combination of a letter and a number. The letters are F
(frontal), C (central), T (temporal) and O (occipital) and odd numbers mean that
the electrode is on the left hemisphere, while an even number means it is on the
right hemisphere and ’z’ means it is in the midline [31]. The EEG amplifier measures
potential differences between two locations, and it can be measured between an
electrode and a reference point or between all the electrode pairs [33]. The use of a
reference point and the number of electrodes that are in use depend on the purpose
of the study [20].
The electric potential that is sensed by the scalp electrodes represents synchronized
activity of multiple synaptic connections in the cortical area and the resulting sum
of voltage fluctuations [33]. The nerve cells communicate with one another through
action potentials, which are fast pulses of electrical current along the axons. Single
action potentials can have large amplitudes (70–110 mV), but they are too fast
to be observed because one action potential takes approximately 2–5 ms. Since
simultaneous creation of action potentials in neighbouring neurons is not likely, the
sensed electric potential at the scalp consists mostly of the post-synaptic potentials.
7The post-synaptic potentials are caused when the action potential from the previous
nerve cell reaches the synapse and releases neurotransmitters, causing a depolarization
of the post-synaptic nerve cell and possibly an action potential. The post-synaptic
potential lasts longer (10–20 ms) than a single action potential, and also spans over a
wider portion of the cell membrane. This makes it possible to sense summed activity
of a cluster of neurons, even though the amplitude of post-synaptic potentials is
smaller (0.1–10 mV). [29, 34]
EEG has several tangible advantages. Firstly, EEG enables very high-precision
temporal measurements, which is crucial as the brain’s electrical activity fluctuates
in the millisecond scale and extreme precision is needed from the recording device.
The most advanced EEG systems can detect electrical activity at a resolution of less
than a millisecond. The other advantage of EEG is the fact that it is a non-invasive
procedure, as the electrodes are placed onto the scalp and not inside the head. An
additional benefit of EEG is that it is quite inexpensive and easy to use, when
compared to other more complex measuring systems, such as ECoG or fMRI. [31]
There are some clear methodological challenges when using EEG to study func-
tional connectivity. The potentials measured by the EEG amplifier are always
calculated based on a selected reference, such as the mastoid or central electrode.
These reference montages cause distorted functional connectivity results, which is why
the recordings are re-referenced. The average montage has been found to be a good
compromise, but other methods are also used. With EEG, functional connectivity
can either be evaluated in the signal space or the source space, and both have their
problems. In the signal space the electrode-level activity is used to evaluate the
functional connectivity, which is problematic, because several electrodes can sense
activity from the same source, called field spread. This leads to false estimates of
functional connectivity. The source space means that the electrode-level signals
are projected back to the underlying sources, with help of inverse modelling. This
however is challenging and does not completely deal with field spread, but overall
the signal space does give more reliable functional connectivity results. [31, 35]
In addition to methodological challenges, EEG is also subject to external artefacts,
as are all electrical recordings. These artefacts can be caused by an electrode moving
or becoming loose, by disturbances in the measuring equipment and environment, or
by movements or other physical activity by the subject, such as blinking or frowning.
All recordings contain a certain amount of artefacts and noise, which can affect the
interpretation of the signal. Some of the artefacts can be easily spotted visually or
in combination with other monitoring, like an electrocardiogram (ECG). Artefacts
can be removed, for example, by cutting the corrupt part of the signal away or by
filtering out only the wanted frequencies of the signal. [11, 33]
Even though EEG is prone to artefacts, it is a very useful method in studying
electrical brain activity. Its ease of use, the possibility to combine it with other
measurement methods, such as ECG, and also the possibility for monitoring over
extended periods of time in challenging surroundings, such as (neonatal) intensive
care units, make EEG an extremely valuable tool in this field. [11, 33]
82.4 Neonatal EEG
The neonatal EEG trace differs significantly from the EEG trace of an adult or that of
a young child. Compared to older subjects, the neonatal EEG is very discontinuous,
showing silent periods of low activity, which are followed by short multiband activity
bursts, also known as spontaneous activity transients (SATs). The EEG signal profile
of a neonate shifts towards a more continuous one through maturation and reaching
the fullterm age of 37 weeks (CA). The increase in more continuous EEG signal is
due to the developing cortico-cortical and thalamo-cortical networks, which enable
activation and synchrony of larger areas, thus showing as increased background
activity. [19, 20, 30]
Figure 2: EEG setup and EEG cap on a fullterm neonate [36].
The EEG recordings for neonates are done while the subject is asleep, to achieve
recordings of necessary quality over several minutes; babies move frequently and
cause many artefacts while awake. Babies have two sleep states: active sleep (AS)
and quiet sleep (QS), demonstrated in Figure 3. During AS, the EEG-signal has
a more continuous nature and higher frequencies, while in QS, the amplitudes are
higher, the frequencies are lower and the profile of the signal is a lot more jagged
and discontinuous. A neonatal sleep cycle lasts approximately 50 minutes, which is
substantially shorter than in adults [37]. Quiet sleep is very useful in diagnostics, as
it easily shows abnormalities in brain activity, although neonatal EEG does have
suboptimal sensitivity in detecting different milder neurocognitive defects [19].
Spontaneous activity transients (SATs) are a characteristic feature of the immature
brain [38]. This spontaneous activity is deemed to play a very important role in
establishing the first neuronal connections before external sensory stimuli shape the
activity-dependent development and plasticity [19, 39]. The spontaneous activity is
an epigenetic mechanism in the accurate wiring of neuronal networks. Individual
SATs are activated by pyramidal neurons, which are interconnected via excitatory
(glutamatergic) synapses [19, 40].
There is a clear difference between SATs and inter-SAT activity: The SATs are
seen mostly during the early development of the brain, they appear as self-organized
spatio-temporally distinct bursts and they are generated by the cortex in isolation or
as a result of inputs from the underlying subplate [19, 40]. Figure 4 displays how
9Figure 3: Examples of AS and QS EEG traces from a control subject, with the 19
electrodes used in this thesis.
SATs are sensed by the scalp electrodes.
The majority of early brain activity is limited to SATs, which have been shown
to emerge at the conceptional age (CA) of 24 weeks and are at first mostly focal and
concentrated in the sensory cortices before spreading in later development [31, 38].
The synchrony between hemispheres of the majority of SATs improves at the age of
30 weeks, while precise and consistent temporal cortico-cortical synchrony is achieved
around the age of 35 weeks, due to the establishment of callosal connections between
cortical plates [19]. During this time it is also noticeable that the duration of SATs
increases and the amplitude decreases, and the low-frequency deflection consists of
multiple components instead of one, as seen in the fullterm depiction of SATs in
Figure 5 [19]. The decrease of SAT amplitude throughout maturation is thought
to be due to the appearance of gyration, which disperses the orientation of cortical
electric fields and also because of the increased areas of synchronous SATs, which
decrease the voltage gradients between electrodes [19]. SATs slowly disappear from
the EEG trace around term age, as the subplate fades away and functional cortical
inhibitory GABAergic neurotransmission matures [14, 19].
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Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the EEG signal and the source of SATs. The
SATs measured by the scalp electrodes are the result of superimposing the frequency
components which arise from different cortical (cx) and subcortical (sp, subplate)
layers. It can be clearly seen that there is a cross-frequency interaction where an
increased amplitude of higher-frequency oscillation is nested within the phase of the
lower frequency oscillation. Modified from Videman and colleagues [41].
The SATs are of immense importance in the neonatal EEG, which is why it
is of utmost importance to be sure to measure the right frequency band, as they
are characterized by a low intrinsic frequency between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz, which nests
the activity of higher-frequency bands [19]. This can be achieved with the use of
full-band EEG (fbEEG), which records the full, physiologically relevant range of
frequencies [39]. If it is not used, salient and physiologically meaningful features of
brain activity are completely disregarded.
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Figure 5: Development of SATs throughout the maturation of the brain from early
preterm to fullterm. The deep troughs with the high-activity oscillation represent the
SATs, while the continuous oscillation represents the inter-SAT period. The left side
of the schematic demonstrates how the waveforms of the SATs and inter-SAT intervals
develop, while the box displays how the SATs develop and become more coincident
between hemispheres throughout maturation. In early preterms, SATs are sometimes
coincident (a), and can be restricted to one hemisphere (b). Through ageing the SATs
become more synchronized between the hemispheres and their waveform develops
(c-e). During this development, the inter-SAT activity also increases in amplitude.
SATs are very similar between AS and QS, while the inter-SAT activity is stronger
in AS. Modified from Vanhatalo and colleagues [19].
2.5 Functional connectivity
Functional connectivity is defined as statistical dependencies between neurophysiolog-
ical processes, and it can be quantified with statistical measures, such as correlations,
coherence or phase-locking [5, 6]. Functional brain connectivity is often measured
as the synchronization of neuronal activity between different brain regions, and can
be studied from EEG, electrocorticogram (ECoG), functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) time series. The time scale
of functional connectivity between areas varies a lot and it can be as short as tens
or hundreds of milliseconds [42]. Functional and structural connectivity are closely
linked to one another, as Canadian psychologist Donald Hebb formulated a clas-
sical rule for neuroscience: "neurons that fire together wire together". Functional
connectivity can be a good indicator of underlying structural connectivity, when
functional connectivity is estimated from a longer time scale (minutes of data) [8].
Thus significant use for studying functional connectivity could be found in monitoring
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developing brains. Although functional connectivity, which has been averaged over
a longer period of time, is shown to resemble structural connectivity, functional
connectivity is inherently non-stationary in time. In addition to this non-stationarity,
it has been shown that it also varies and is specific to relatively narrow frequency
bands [7]. [9, 10]
Brain functions are formed as accurate modes of collaboration between different
cortical regions and they are coordinated by neuronal interactions, which take place,
for example, as long-range phase synchronization of local neuronal oscillations [43].
The variation in cortical excitability is thought to be reflected by neuronal oscillations
and most likely plays a significant role in controlling inter-areal communication and
local neuronal processing [44].
2.5.1 Measurement methods
There is a large amount of both theoretical and applied literature related to the mea-
surement and estimation of functional connectivity and none of them are universally
used by the whole field, unchallengeable or omnipotent [11]. Their mathematical
and physiological bases also vary a lot; some are derived from basic physiology and
some are based solely on mathematics, without taking into account the physiology
[11]. The most commonly used approach to measuring functional connectivity relate
to synchrony of oscillations, amplitude fluctuations and the causal relationship of
two signals [11]. In this thesis, functional connectivity is studied through correlation
structures, which are a result of neuronal interactions within large-scale networks.
When neuronal activity is represented with the help of phase and amplitude dynamics
within a frequency band, two types of salient correlation structures can be used to de-
scribe functional connectivity: phase–phase correlation (PPC) and phase–amplitude
correlation (PAC) [12].
The most important issue in functional connectivity measures is whether the
connectivity estimate reflects a real effect in terms of change in neural interactions
[45]. The connectivity measures can result in non-zero estimates in many situations,
even though there is no underlying neural interaction. There are five common
practical challenges when estimating functional connectivity, which do not apply to
all the measures, but are still worth mentioning as a whole: the common reference
problem, the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) problem, the volume conduction problem,
the problem of unobserved common input, and the problem of uneven sample sizes
[45]. The first three problems are related to the fact that the measured signal is
always a combination of noise and the signal of interest. The fourth problem is
related to the possibility that a functional interaction between a pair of signals could
be caused by a common input from some third "external" source. The last problem
is present, when the observation period or the number of epochs is unequal between
subjects or conditions which are compared. [45]
2.5.2 The role of functional connectivity
PPC describes sub-second timing dependencies in neuronal excitability windows,
which relate to regulating the spiking of neurons and thus either facilitating or
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suppressing inter-regional communication [46, 47]. It has also been speculated
that PPC could be a systems-level mechanism for coordinating and regulating the
maintenance of objects in working memory [48]. PAC means the cross-frequency
correlations between or within regions, where the amplitude of a higher-frequency
oscillation is correlated with the phase of a lower-frequency oscillation. It has been
shown that PAC is a prominent feature of brain dynamics and it could be an important
systems-level mechanism for the regulation and integration of large-scale neuronal
processing, which is happening at the same time in many frequency bands [39, 49, 50].
In a recent study, Daume and colleagues reported direct evidence of the co-occurrence
of long-range phase synchronization and local PAC as an effective method for top-
down modulated working memory maintenance [51]. This is in line with the concept
that lower-frequency oscillations have a large spatial extent and play a principal
role in coordinating non-local activity [52]. Functional connectivity enables the
integration of spatially distributed processing and eases the communication between
distinct oscillatory ensembles, meaning that it also has an important role in human
cognition [53].
2.5.3 Neurological disorders
Studying functional connectivity is of great importance, as it is still unknown when and
in what order the functional connectivity networks emerge during fetal life. Another
important aspect of studying functional connectivity is the fact that disruptions in the
functional brain connectivity are also related to several major health disorders, such
as autism spectrum disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), major
depressive disorder, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), schizophrenia and post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) [4]. The genesis of these types of disorders have been connected
with alterations in functional connectivity during the early development [4]. Studies
have shown that people suffering from AD have several EEG abnormalities, such
as the slowing of the dominant posterior rhythm, emphasis of lower frequencies and
decreased coherence of fast rhythms, and that functional connectivity measures could
possibly be a valuable tool for early diagnosis of AD [54, 55].
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3 Research material and methods
In this section, the research material and methods are explained in detail, so that the
reader understands what steps were taken during the project and what the reasoning
behind them was. First, the dataset is introduced, after which the pipeline of the
thesis is described step by step, starting with the preprocessing of the data. Then, the
focus is turned to the computational synchrony features and the statistical methods
used in this thesis are made clear. Finally, the neurological scores and network
visualization are explained. Figure 6 shows the pipeline for this study and all the
major steps from raw data to results.
Figure 6: A flowchart depicting the steps taken in this thesis to go from raw unpro-
cessed EEG data to the final results. At first, the data was preprocessed, before doing
source reconstruction of the cortical signals, after which the functional connectivity
computation was done to get the phase–phase correlation (PPC), nestedness coeffi-
cient (NC) and nested phase–phase correlation (NPPC) values. The following step
consists of applying the fidelity operator, which corrects the connectivity adjacency
matrices from unreliable data. After this, the adjacency matrices were normalized
to achieve robust group comparisons, and age correction was applied to exclude the
confounding factor that age has on synchrony measures. Statistical tests were then
done to get the actual results of the thesis and finally the results were visualized
with the help of graph theory.
3.1 Dataset
The data that are used in this thesis consist of 113 neonates, of which 67 were born
at a gestational age (GA) of 40.35 ± 1.08 (mean ± SD) weeks, classified as healthy
controls and 46 were were born prematurely at a gestational age of 26.41 ± 1.22
(mean ± SD) weeks. From the babies in this thesis, 34 of the subjects were girls,
75 were boys and 4 were unspecified. For the EEG recordings, the conceptional age
(CA) of the healthy controls was 41.83 ± 1.12 (mean ± SD) weeks and for preterms
the conceptional age was 40.76 ± 1.46 (mean ± SD) weeks. In this thesis, the EEG
measurements have been done in such a way that the subjects in both groups are at
term-equivalent age. The purpose of this is to be able to find out if premature birth
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has affected the development of the brain and the functional connectivity within,
in comparison to babies born fullterm. Figure 7 shows the locations of the EEG
electrodes of interest.
Figure 7: A schematic showing the placement of the electrodes of interest.
The dataset of this study was collected at the Helsinki University Children’s
Hospital and it is a combination of measurement data collected for previous studies at
the BABA Center (http://www.babacenter.fi/en/). The EEG recordings were done
mostly with the NicOne EEG amplifier (Cardinal Healthcare/Natus, Pleasanton,
California, USA), but some of the first preterm infants were recorded with the
Cognitrace amplifier (ANT B.V., Enschede, Netherlands). The data were collected
using an EEG cap (sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes; Waveguard, ANT-Neuro, Germany)
(shown in Figure 2), with 28 channels positioned in accordance to the international
10–20 standard. As the data had been recorded in different setups and for different
studies, both 250 Hz and 500 Hz were used as the sampling frequencies in the EEG
measurements.
The recording session lasted until the baby had passed through both AS and QS
sleep states (displayed in Figure 3). To enable assessment of sleep state and data
quality during the recordings, the following polygraphic channels were used: chin
electromyogram, electrocardiogram, and sensors for eye movements and respiration.
After discarding individual EEG measurements because of short duration or low
quality, the resulting dataset contained 53 measurements for AS and 66 measurements
for QS in controls, and 46 measurements for AS and 42 measurements for QS in
preterms. In order to ensure full compatibility throughout the dataset, all the EEG
data was exported into the European Data Format (EDF).
3.2 Preprocessing
The preprocessing of the data began with the selection of the data from the wanted
19 EEG-channels (Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P7, P3, Pz,
P4, P8, O1 and O2) across all subjects. After this, the data from each subject
was visually examined in MATLAB to see if there were any artefacts. If artefacts
were found, they were cut out, while still achieving an epoch length of at least 5
minutes. The next step included removing of the DC component and changing the
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EEG montage to the average montage. Then the signal was low-pass filtered with a
seventh order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 45 Hz. The filtering of
the signal was done using the filtfilt MATLAB function to achieve zero phase
distortion. The cutoff frequency of 45 Hz was used, since the main frequency range
of neonatal electrical brain activity ranges from close to 0 Hz to approximately 30
Hz [56]. After the low-pass filtering, the data were resampled to 100 Hz.
3.3 Frequency bands
The EEG signals were filtered using infinite impulse response (IIR) filters into six
different frequency bands, with central frequencies Fc = 0.4, 4.0, 5.7, 8.0, 11.3 and
16.0 Hz. Low-pass and high-pass filters were paired to filter the EEG data to the
wanted frequency bands, around the Fc. Pass-band cutoff frequencies were chosen as
0.85∗Fc−1.15∗Fc and stop-band cutoffs were 0.5∗Fc−1.5∗Fc at 40 dB attenuation.
The filtering results in the following frequency bands: 0.2 − 0.6 Hz, 3.4 − 4.6 Hz,
4.8− 6.5 Hz, 6.8− 9.2 Hz, 9.6− 13.0 Hz and 13.6− 18.4 Hz. These frequency bands
were based on the research done by Tokariev and colleagues [12]. They used 13
frequency bands, but for this thesis the number of bands was reduced to six, leaving
out the two highest and five low frequencies.
3.4 Head model and source reconstruction
In this thesis, the data from the EEG electrodes were source-reconstructed into
cortical parcel signals, which represent the local electrical activity of the cortex.
In order to achieve this, the head model created by Tokariev and colleagues was
used [57]. This neonatal head model is necessary, because there are several major
differences between the neonatal and adult heads: the dimensions and geometry
are distinct and the conductivity of a neonatal skull is significantly greater [58].
Magnetic resonance images (MRI) of a healthy full-term baby were used to generate
the realistic head model, which includes scalp, skull and intracranial surfaces. The 19
EEG electrodes were placed in the model based on the international 10–20 system,
similar to the actual EEG recordings. Due to difficulties in accurately segmenting
the cortical gyri of infant MRI, an already existing gyrated cortical surface (’Colin
27’ in the Brainstorm software) was used as the source space in the model. The
cortical surface was scaled to match infant brain size and it was also smoothed to
resemble the appropriate cortical folding at the age of interest. The end result was a
head model with 8014 vertices corresponding cortical sources, which were collapsed
into 64 parcels (nodes) of approximately the same size and symmetric across the
hemispheres.
In order to compute the cortical parcel signals, the following steps were taken:
A unique reference signal was set to all the sources within the same parcel (Figure
8: 1). Forward modelling was done to achieve simulated scalp EEG (Figure 8: 2),
after which inverse modelling, was used to reconstruct the source signals (Figure
8: 3). The forward model uses a symmetric boundary element method (symmetric
BEM) and the inverse model uses dynamic statistical parametric mapping (dSPM)
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Figure 8: Computation of source reconstructed parcel signals. [15]
[59, 60, 61]. Source weights (w) were computed as the correlations between initial
and reconstructed signals (Figure 8: 4). Lastly, parcel signals were computed as an
average of the weighted source signals (Figure 8: 5). [62]
3.5 Synchrony features
In order to study the functional connectivity of the brain, three different synchrony
features were selected for this thesis: nestedness coefficient (NC), phase–phase
correlation (PPC) and nested phase–phase correlation (NPPC). The calculations of
these synchrony features result in adjacency matrices, as the features are calculated
between or within the source nodes. In the case of NC, two types of information
can be observed from the matrix: local NC and remote NC. They are treated as
separate features from here on in this thesis. The connection and communication
between brain regions is necessary for high-order brain functions, such as cognitive
tasks, and because of this synchronization is thought to play an important role in
developing brain connectivity [10].
In this thesis, the focus is on phase–amplitude correlations, which are measured
by the NC (local and remote), and on phase–phase correlations (PPC), which are
measured with the phase-locking value (PLV) and NPPC. The four synchrony
features have been selected for this thesis, because they are increasingly demanding
and require more accurate and complex connections between neurons, starting with
local NC and remote NC as the most simple, and going through NPPC and reaching
PPC as the most complex. PPC reflects inter-regional interactions and needs accurate
neuronal connections between areas, while NC and remote NC (rNC) are measures
of connectivity, where the synchronization of the low-frequency oscillation from the
subplate and increase in amplitude of cortical oscillations is calculated. The NPPC
tells how the low-frequency oscillation from the subplate drives the cortico-cortical
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synchronizations.
3.5.1 Phase-locking value
The correlation between phases of signals is called phase synchrony, and it represents
the stable, non-random phase difference over a certain time period [47]. Phase
synchrony appears in a variety of ways: from slow synchrony which spans over tens
to hundreds of seconds, to very fast synchrony [10]. Figure 9 displays a visualization
of phase synchrony. In this thesis, the phase–phase correlation (PPC) is calculated
using the phase-locking value (PLV) and throughout this thesis PPC was assessed
using PLV values.
Figure 9: Example of 1:1 phase synchrony. Modified from Palva and Palva [10].
Phase-locking value (PLV) is a method which can be used to directly quantify
frequency-specific synchronization between two neuroelectric signals measured at two
recording locations. It is a statistical method which is used to estimate the stability
of phase differences between two neurological signals across a time window. It is
prone to volume conduction, but the problem is suppressed, since in this thesis the
experiments are done on source reconstructed signals [10]. The PLV computes the
phase-locking between two signals for each latency, at the frequency of interest. It is
calculated as follows:
PLV = 1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
n=1
exp(i∆θ(n))
∣∣∣∣∣ , (1)
where N is the number of samples of the signal within a time window, n is the sample
index and the phase difference can be calculated ∆θ(n) = φ1(n) − φ2(n), where
φ1(n) and φ2(n) are the momentary phases of the two complex time series. Figure
10 illustrates how the PLV is calculated. The PLV assumes values between 0 and 1,
where 0 means that there is no correlation between signals (the phase difference is
uniformly distributed) and 1 means that there is perfect correlation between signals
(perfect phase stability). In the PPC calculations the chosen window length was 5
minutes, i.e. the whole length of the epoch. [13]
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Figure 10: An approximation of PLV. The upper boxes for electrode 1 and electrode
2 represent the instantaneous phases at each electrode. After calculating the phase
difference between electrodes over several trials, the phase differences are averaged
over the trials and a complex value u is obtained. The amplitude, abs(u), is the
phase-locking value [13].
3.5.2 Nestedness coefficient
Nestedness coefficient (NC) measures the phase–amplitude coupling within one
neuroelectric signal when calculating local NC and between two signals for calculation
of remote NC. The cross-frequency interaction of the nesting (low-frequency) and
nested (high-frequency) oscillations, which are also seen in the SATs, can be estimated
with the NC [14, 57]. The NC is thought to represent the coordination of spatially
overlapped networks which have differing functionalities [49, 63]. In these cross-
frequency interactions the amplitude of the high-frequency component is correlated
with the phase of the low-frequency oscillation [14].
Nested oscillations are a common mechanism of brain dynamics and might also be
of paramount importance in controlling large-scale neuronal activity which spans over
multiple frequency bands [39, 49]. Phase–amplitude correlation possibly measures
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the locking of the phase of the low-frequency oscillation to the peaks of the amplitude
of the high-frequency oscillation, and it might also indicate the modulation of high-
frequency oscillations by the low-frequency oscillations [10, 56].
Figure 11: An example of nested oscillations, i.e. phase–amplitude coupling. The
upper green line shows the low-frequency oscillation, while the dashed blue line shows
the high-frequency oscillation and the upper blue line is its amplitude envelope. The
two lower lines represent the phases of both the low-frequency oscillation and the
envelope of the high-frequency oscillation. Modified from Palva and Palva [10].
The low-frequency (nesting) band which is used to calculate the NC in this thesis
is the band between 0.2 and 0.6 Hz, while the higher frequency (nested) bands are
the bands centered around 4.0, 5.7, 8.0, 11.3 and 16.0 Hz. Once the frequency bands
have been filtered, both the low- and high-frequency components that are used to
calculate the NC are first transformed into complex form with help of the Hilbert
transform. The amplitude envelope of the high-frequency component is calculated,
by taking the absolute value of the Hilbert transform’s analytic signal output, and
then filtered with the same filter as for the low-frequency component. The amplitude
envelope is then transformed to the complex form with the Hilbert transform, after
which the phases of both components are calculated by applying the MATLAB
function angle on the low component and the complex conjugate of the amplitude
envelope. Then finally, the PLV value is calculated according to Equation 1, to
achieve the phase correlation between the components. Figure 11 shows an example
of phase–amplitude coupling.
The NC calculations were done by taking the low component from one node and
calculating one at a time the NC coefficient between it and the high component of
all other nodes. This was done for all nodes, resulting in a NC matrix, where the
values on the diagonal represent local NC (low and high component from the same
node) and all the other cells represent remote NC between nodes. In this way it is
possible to differentiate between local and remote NC.
3.5.3 Nested phase–phase correlation
The nested phase–phase correlation (NPPC) is a measure which indicates how well
the low-frequency component drives the synchrony between two higher-frequency
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components, where one of the high components is from the same cortical signal as
the low component. It estimates how the oscillation originating from the subplate
coordinates the high-frequency cortico–cortical synchronizations. The calculation
of NPPC resembles phase–phase correlation, but it is taken a step further with
the addition of the low-frequency nesting element. To compute the NPPC, the
high-frequency components are filtered (Figure 12: 1). Then the PLV (Equation 1)
between the high-frequency components is calculated in a sliding window (Figure
12: 2). The window length affects how many data points are taken into account in
each PLV calculation. In this thesis the window length is calculated based on the
central frequency of the frequency band in order to achieve a window length that is
unbiased between frequency bands. The window length is calculated as follows:
WL = 1
Fc
∗ nCycles ∗ Fs, (2)
where WL is the window length, Fc is the central frequency of a frequency band,
nCycles is the number of cycles in the window, and Fs is the sampling frequency of
100 Hz. Different numbers of cycles were tested and the most optimal number of cycles
was 10, which achieves PLV results that are not so prone to artefacts. It also results
in a window length which is robust enough and takes into account a large enough
number of samples to be statistically reliable. After this the low-frequency nesting
component is filtered from one of the signals (Figure 12: 3). The PLV that has been
calculated between the high-frequency components is filtered with the low-frequency
filter at cutoff frequencies of 0.85 ∗ Fc and 1.15 ∗ Fc (Figure 12: 4) and finally the
PLV (Equation 1) between the filtered low-frequency component and high-frequency
PLV is calculated, with a window size of 5 minutes (the whole epoch) (Figure 12:
5). The resulting NPPC value describes how well the high-frequency phase–phase
correlation is synchronized with the phase of the low-frequency oscillation. [15]
Figure 12: Computation of nested phase–phase correlation (NPPC). [15]
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3.6 Fidelity operator
After calculating the synchrony features, the resulting 64-by-64 adjacency matrices
were pruned using a fidelity operator. It is the result of a reliability assessment
of the connectivity matrix [64]. This reliability assessment is necessary, because
even an optimal source reconstruction of the EEG recordings, might not result in
a completely accurate representation of all the pairwise interactions between the
resulting 64 cortical parcels. The fidelity operator is a binary matrix with zeros
in cells which represent non-reliable pairwise interactions between parcels. It was
decided that all the nodes which had 66% or more non-reliable interactions were
removed. As a result of this analysis a binary mask was created for this 19 electrode
EEG recording configuration. Applying it excludes all the non-reliable data leaving
only the connections that have reliable estimates. After the application of the fidelity
operator the number of remaining nodes was reduced to 52.
3.7 Normalization
In order to achieve viable and robust statistical comparison between the groups,
potentially subjective differences have to be accounted for. This is done by median
normalization and it is applied to all the calculated connectivity matrices. It means
that the the median of all the non-zero values in an adjacency matrix was calculated
and after this each value in the matrix was divided by the median.
3.8 Age correction
Confounding is of great concern in studies which look for causality, as it can cause
biased results. Some of the synchrony features that are calculated in this thesis
might change with the development of the brain. Within both subject groups there
were some small variations in conceptional age at the time of EEG recording. After
calculating the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the conceptional age and
the synchrony features, the preliminary results showed strong correlation. Because of
this it was decided to apply age correction to the dataset to exclude this confounding
factor. The age correction is achieved with a multiple linear regression model using
least squares (MATLAB’s regress function). With help of the calculated regression
coefficients, the synchrony features’ values were properly adjusted. [65, 66]
3.9 Statistical methods
This subsection introduces the statistical methods, which are used in this thesis.
Firstly, the Wilcoxon rank tests are explained, which are used to find significant
differences between and within the groups. Secondly, the Spearman correlation test
is presented, as it is used to find correlation between the synchrony features and the
age of the subjects, between the synchrony features and neurological scores C1 and
C2, and between all the features. Lastly, post-hoc correction is described, because it
was applied to the results in order to correct for false positives.
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3.9.1 Wilcoxon rank tests
In order to find significant differences between the controls and preterms, the Wilcoxon
rank sum test was used. It is a statistical test, which is equivalent to the Mann-
Whitney U-test, and it is used to assess if two samples belong to the same distribution
or not. It can be used as a nonparametric alternative to the t-test between two
samples, but unlike the t-test it does not assume that the distributions are normal.
The null-hypothesis of this test is that the median of the two samples are the same.
The Wilcoxon rank sum test uses ranks instead of actual values, which simplifies
the calculations. The ranking of the samples is done by ordering both of the groups
together after which each sample is assigned a rank based on its position: The sample
values start from the lowest, assigning it with 1 and subsequent samples are assigned
with an ascending integer. If two or more samples share the same numerical value,
they are assigned with the mean of their intended rank. [67, 68]
z = W − E(W )√
V (W )
. (3)
The test statistic parameter that is calculated in the Wilcoxon rank sum test is
the sum of the ranked values of the first group, W . If the number of samples is large
enough, the test uses a z-statistic to test the null-hypothesis, shown in Equation 3.
E(W ) represents the expected value and V (W ) represents the variation of rank sum
W . The z-score is then compared to the z-value table to be able to determine the
P-value of the null hypothesis. The used significance level in this thesis was 0.05.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used, when comparing the strength of the
cortical nodes within a group. The signed rank test resembles the rank sum test,
but the difference is that the signed rank test calculates the difference between the
compared nodes: d = |x1 − x2|, and ranks these differences. After having ranked
the difference values d, they are assigned either a ” + ” or a ”− ”, by using the sign
function. W is then calculated as a sum of the signed ranks. The null hypothesis of
the signed rank test is that the differences between nodes are part of a distribution,
which has a median of zero. The variation V (W ) is calculated as follows,
V (W ) = N(N + 1)(2N + 1)6 (4)
and the z-score is
z = W√
V (W )
, (5)
which is then compared to the z-distribution to find the corresponding P-value. [68]
3.9.2 Spearman’s correlation coefficient
In order to test if there is correlation between the calculated synchrony features and
the conceptional age (CA) of the subjects, between the synchrony features and C1
and C2, or correlation purely between the synchrony features, Spearman’s rank-order
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correlation is used. The Spearman’s rank-order correlation is chosen in this thesis
instead of the Pearson product-moment correlation, because the Pearson’s correlation
test assumes linearity of the dataset, which is not the case here. According to
previously done research Spearman’s correlation is also more robust to outliers when
compared to Pearson’s correlation test [69, 70]. Spearman’s correlation test results in
the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship between the variables. The
resulting correlation coefficient values are between -1 and +1, where 1 means perfect
correlation, -1 inverse perfect correlation and 0 means no correlation. Spearman’s
correlation coefficient is calculated
ρs = 1− 6
∑
d2i
n(n2 − 1) , (6)
if all ranks are individual integers. di is the difference between two ranks and n is the
number of observations. If the ranks are not all distinct, the Spearman correlation
coefficient is calculated as follows,
ρs =
cov(X, Y )
σXσY
, (7)
where X and Y are the ranks of the observations, and σX and σY are the standard
deviations of the ranked variables. [71, 72]
3.9.3 Post-hoc correction
As the multiple comparisons and correlation tests that are done in this thesis might
also lead to some false positive results, they are counteracted by using post-hoc
correction. It is applied to all the results shown in this thesis. The proportion of
false rejections of the null hypothesis is indicated by a threshold of 0.05, which is
multiplied with the total amount of tests performed, in order to predict the amount
of false discoveries. The number of tests, Nt, is calculated as follows
Nt = n ∗ f ∗ s, (8)
where n is the total number of comparisons between nodes, f is the number of
frequency-bands and s is the number of sleep states. The number of false rejections
of the null hypothesis, x, is calculated
x = Nt ∗ 0.05. (9)
After calculating x, x amount of the weakest P-values below 0.05 were removed.
For the group comparisons, age correlations and neurological score correlations the
number of tests, Nt, is 520 and the number of rejected false positives, x, is 26. For
the node-to-node comparisons Nt is 2652 and x is 132. [48, 53]
3.10 Neurological scores
The neurological scores C1 and C2 are scores, which have been developed from
the Hammersmith neonatal neurological examination (HNNE), and can be used to
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evaluate the current state of the motor, sensory and behavioural development of a
baby at birth. These two scores also show some predictive value, as C1 is connected
to later motor outcome and C2 is connected to later cognitive outcome at the age
of two years. In this thesis Spearman’s correlation coefficient between these two
neurological scores and the synchrony features is calculated to study if they are
interconnected in some way. [73]
The HNNE is among the most used assessment methods of neonatal neurology in
both clinical and research settings. It is built upon combining 34 different tests, which
are further grouped into six main domains: posture and tone, tone patterns, reflexes,
movements, abnormal signs/patterns and lastly orientation and behaviour. The
examination is done under the supervision of a child neurologist or other professional,
as some of the tests require external stimuli. The tests are scored with a semi-
quantitative scale and can be summed together to achieve the cumulative scores for
individual domains or for the whole examination. The total scores of the HNNE can be
compared to the expected values of a reference group to evaluate if a neonate’s scores
are within the norm. While the HNNE’s purpose is to evaluate the current state of an
infant, several studies have shown that neonatal neurological and neurodevelopmental
examinations have a good predictive value with conditions such as cerebral palsy or
grave neurodevelopmental and neuromuscular disorders [74, 75, 76]. [77]
The neurological scores C1 and C2 are the result of studying relations between the
individual tests of the HNNE and their relations to the later neurological development
of the infant. These interactions are measured by correlations, but also several other
statistical methods, and resulting in the choice of three tests, because of their
consistence throughout the different statistical approaches. The chosen HNNE tests
were visual alertness, head raising in prone and increased neck extensor tone. Then
it was studied if these three tests reflected indirectly some neurological functions in
the neonate. Principal component analysis was used to find statistical combinations
and resulted in the two component solution of C1 and C2. [73]
3.11 Network visualization
As the results of the statistical tests are long lists of P-values, which do not convey
information very efficiently, the results of this thesis are visualized with the help
of graph theoretical concepts such as node strength and edges. The basic idea of
using graph theoretical concepts to visualize neuronal connectivity data is to display
the patterns of functional connectivity as an adjacency matrix or as a graph. The
entries of adjacency matrices display the strength of the connectivity between two
nodes. The graphs are constituted of nodes and edges, where the cortical parcels
are approximated as nodes and the pairwise interactions are the edges. In order to
achieve these types of visualizations BrainNet Viewer, which is a graph-theoretical
network visualization toolbox for MATLAB, was used [78]. With the use of BrainNet
Viewer it is possible to generate precise maps of the large-scale functional architecture
of the brain. [11]
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4 Results
This section presents the results of the statistical tests after post-hoc correction. As
hundreds and thousands of individual statistical tests were done to achieve these
results, the information has been condensed into summarizing visualizations, which
help understand the results in a larger context. Firstly, the correlation between
features will be presented, after which the results of the age correlation tests are
shown. The following results that are shown are for the group comparison between
controls and preterms. Then, the node-to-node comparison results are brought
forward and lastly, only the correlation with neurological score C2 is shown, since
there was almost no significant correlation with C1.
4.1 Correlations between features
The Spearman correlation coefficient was calculated between all possible feature-pairs,
for controls and preterms, in AS and QS and at all five frequency bands. Table
2 displays all the resulting correlation coefficients between the features. The only
correlation that was found bigger than the abs(Rho) > 0.25 threshold was between
lNC and PPC and lNC and rNC. All of these strongest correlations were found at
the lower-frequency bands (between 4.0 and 8.0 Hz). In the case of lNC vs. NPPC
and lNC vs. rNC all the correlation results are significant, while for lNC vs. PPC
and rNC vs. NPPC most of the results are significant. In the rNC vs. PPC half of
the results are significant, while only 20% of the PPC vs. NPPC correlation results
are significant. lNC and rNC show significant and strong positive correlation in QS
for both controls and preterms. The correlation is stronger in controls and is found
at 4.0, 5.7 and 8.0 Hz, while correlation is found in preterms only at 4.0 Hz. lNC vs.
PPC show significant and strong negative correlation for controls and preterms in
QS at 4.0 and 5.7 Hz and for controls in AS at 5.7 Hz.
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Table 2: Correlation coefficients between all the features at all frequency bands. Blue
cells highlight the significant correlation coefficients, which have a P-value below
0.05 and the red values in bold represent a strong correlation coefficient that is
abs(Rho) > 0.25
4.2 Age correlations
The correlations between the features and the conceptional age (CA) were calculated
using Spearman’s correlation coefficient. Figure 13 shows some examples of scatter
plots, which represent the correlation at a specific node. It is clear from these scatter
plots, that there is both strong positive and negative correlation with age. Subfigures
(a), (c) and (d) are from controls and (b) is from preterms. In Figure 13 it is seen that
local and remote NC, and PPC all have a strong and significant negative correlation
with age, while NPPC has strong and significant positive correlation with age. This
does not mean that all the strong correlation for the three aforementioned features
was always negative and for NPPC was always positive. All features and both groups
had strong negative and positive correlations. In the age correlation results (shown
in Appendix A) it can be seen that there are some regional patterns, where a certain
region has mostly positive correlation and another has negative. For example, in lNC
vs. age correlation in controls the correlation in the frontal area is largely positive
(seen in Appendix A Tables A1 and A2). In Table A1 it can also be seen how positive
and negative correlation are evenly distributed within the occipital region. Appendix
A has tables showing all the correlation coefficients and P-values for all the age
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correlation tests. This correlation with age shown here in Figure 13 is the reason
why age correction was done to the data. It was done to eliminate the confounding
effect of age on the features.
(a) Local NC (b) Remote NC
(c) NPPC (d) PPC
Figure 13: Examples of correlation between age and the features. The titles of the
subfigure indicates from which sleep state the data is (AS for active sleep and QS for
quiet sleep), in which frequency band it is measured, the number of the node, the
location of the node in the brain regions (Frontal, Central, Temporal and Occipital),
the correlation coefficient (R) and the P-value. The inset in the top-right corner of
the subfigures shows the location of the node in the brain (top view).
4.3 Group comparison
This subsection covers the results of the group comparison between the controls and
the preterms, which were achieved by using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. The groups
were compared in both sleep states (AS and QS). The results show at which nodes
there are significant differences between the groups and in which group the synchrony
measure is stronger.
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4.3.1 Local nestedness coefficient
Figure 14 shows the results of the group comparison between controls and preterms.
No edges are visualized in the figure, as it displays the local nestedness within a
certain node. Figure 14 (a) displays how lNC in AS is significantly stronger in
the occipital area for the controls and in the frontal area for the preterms. This
is supported by Figure 14 (c), which displays the percentage of significant nodes
compared to all the 52 nodes and their spatial distribution. The prominent nodes at
the back of the brain in favour of controls are seen at three higher-frequency bands
(8.0, 11.3 and 16.0 Hz). Globally in AS there are approximately 5% more significantly
stronger nodes in favour of preterms than in controls.
Figure 14 (b) and (d) show that there are clear spatial differences in QS between
the groups. Both groups have significantly strong nodes, which are shown throughout
all the frequencies at the back of the brain. The nodes which are significantly stronger
in controls are located purely in the occipital area, but the nodes which are stronger
in preterms are found in the occipital, temporal and central areas. In the frontal
area there are significant nodes, which are only seen at one or two frequency bands.
There is also a clear difference in the number of significant nodes as there are globally
approximately 10% more nodes which are stronger in preterms than in controls.
4.3.2 Remote nestedness coefficient
Figure 15 shows the group comparison for rNC. As rNC shows the nestedness between
two different areas of the brain, Figure 15 (a) and (b) show the top 10% strongest
connections of the most prominent nodes (seen at three frequencies or more) as red
or blue edges. The significantly stronger nodes in AS for controls, when compared to
the preterms, are located mostly in the frontal area of the brain, while the nodes
which are significantly stronger in preterms are in the central area. The two nodes
that are located in the right hemisphere and are significantly stronger in controls
are seen at all the frequency bands. The same can be said for the two significant
preterm nodes, which are near the midline in opposite hemispheres. Neither group is
significantly stronger in the temporal region. There is a 2% difference between the
groups globally, since there is one significant node fewer for preterms. It is interesting
to see how in both groups, the strongest edges are towards the back of the brain in
the occipital, temporal and central regions. The connections of the strongest nodes
are both intra- and inter-hemispheric.
In QS, there can be seen a stronger spatial division between the most significant
nodes, as seen in Figure 15 (b) and (d). The nodes which are stronger in controls
are located in the occipital region, while most of the nodes which are stronger in
preterms are situated in the central region. Most of the nodes that are significantly
stronger in controls in the occipital region and in preterms in the central, temporal
and occipital regions are seen throughout the whole frequency range. It can be seen
in (d) that the rNC is significantly stronger in preterms in most areas of the brain
(F, C and T), while the occipital lobe is the only region of the brain where the rNC
is clearly stronger in controls. As in AS, the strongest 10% of connections are both
intra- and inter-hemispheric and these connecting nodes can be very far away, on
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the other side of the brain. However, in QS, the strongest edges are not just towards
the back of the brain, but instead they are all over the brain.
4.3.3 Nested phase–phase correlation
The results of the group comparison for NPPC are shown in Figure 16. After the
post-hoc correction, there are only a few significant nodes which were left and none
of them were shown as significant at more than one frequency band. This is also the
reason, why the top 10% of the strongest connecting edges are not shown here. In
AS, the two cases of significant difference are both in the occipital region and in the
same hemisphere, while in QS, the only significant node in favour of preterms is on
the right hemisphere and the four significant nodes in favour of the controls are all
on the left hemisphere. Three of the significant nodes are situated in the frontal are,
while the central and occipital regions both have one significant node. There are not
that many nodes which show significant difference between the groups for NPPC,
but the majority of those that do are stronger in controls.
4.3.4 Phase–phase correlation
Figure 17 visualizes the results of the group comparison for PPC. It is very clear
that on a global level, the PPC is significantly stronger in controls both in AS and
QS. The difference in Figure 17 to the other group comparison visualizations is
the fact that only the two lowest frequencies (4.0 and 5.7 Hz) are observed here,
since the highest frequencies did not show significant differences. In AS there are
four nodes, which are significantly stronger in preterms, where three of them are
situated in the left hemisphere and one in the right hemisphere. The situation is
very similar in QS, as there are three significant nodes in the left hemisphere and
one in the right hemisphere. Three of the four significant nodes that are stronger
in preterms are same in AS and QS. Figure 17 (c) clearly displays how most of
the significant nodes that are stronger in controls in AS, are situated in the frontal
region and second most in the central region. The back of the brain has only a few
nodes, which show significant differences between the groups. In QS, the spatial
distribution of significant nodes in favour of controls is a lot more even, but the
frontal and central areas still have the most. The difference between groups is very
big, as over 40% of all nodes are stronger in controls in AS, and almost 60% are
stronger in controls in QS, while in both cases less than 10% of nodes are stronger in
preterms. It can be seen, that a large part of the strongest edges in AS and QS are
intra-hemispheric, with fewer inter-hemispheric significant connections. This differs
from the result in remote NC, where there is approximately the same amount of
intra- and inter-hemispheric strong edges.
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(a) Local NC in AS (b) Local NC in QS
(c) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for local NC in AS
(d) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for local NC in QS
Figure 14: Group comparison between healthy controls and preterms for lNC in AS
and QS. In panels (a) and (b) consistency across frequency bands is coded with the
size of the nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. Panels (c) and (d) show what
the % of significant nodes is when compared to the total number of nodes (52), and
how they are situated in the cortex: frontal (F), central (C), temporal (T), occipital
(O) and G stands for global, and has all the significant nodes put together.
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(a) Remote NC in AS (b) Remote NC in QS
(c) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for remote NC in AS
(d) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for remote NC in QS
Figure 15: Group comparison between healthy controls and preterms for rNC in AS
and QS. In panels (a) and (b) consistency across frequency bands is coded with the
size of the nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. The consistently significant
nodes have also edges, that depict the top 10% of the strongest edges in the brain.
Panels (c) and (d) show what the % of significant nodes is when compared to the
total number of nodes (52), and how they are situated in the cortex: frontal (F),
central (C), temporal (T), occipital (O) and G stands for global, and has all the
significant nodes put together.
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(a) NPPC in AS (b) NPPC in QS
(c) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for NPPC in AS
(d) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for NPPC in QS
Figure 16: Group comparison between healthy controls and preterms for NPPC in
AS and QS. In panels (a) and (b) consistency across frequency bands is coded with
the size of the nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. Panels (c) and (d) show
what the % of significant nodes is when compared to the total number of nodes
(52), and how they are situated in the cortex: frontal (F), central (C), temporal (T),
occipital (O) and G stands for global, and has all the significant nodes put together.
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(a) PPC in AS (b) PPC in QS
(c) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for PPC in AS
(d) Distribution of significant nodes in %
for PPC in QS
Figure 17: Group comparison between healthy controls and preterms for PPC in AS
and QS. In panels (a) and (b) consistency across frequency bands is coded with the
size of the nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. The consistently significant
nodes have also edges, that depict the top 10% of the strongest edges in the brain.
Panels (c) and (d) show what the % of significant nodes is when compared to the
total number of nodes (52), and how they are situated in the cortex: frontal (F),
central (C), temporal (T), occipital (O) and G stands for global, and has all the
significant nodes put together.
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4.4 Nodal comparison
The following results and figures describe the difference in strength between nodes
within one group in AS or QS, which have been calculated using the Wilcoxon signed
rank test.
4.4.1 Local nestedness coefficient
Figure 18 displays the node-to-node comparisons of lNC in controls, both in AS
(a) and QS (b). Firstly, the differences in the strength of the nodes in AS in the
frontal region are inexistent or only slightly significant at most. In all the other
intra-regional comparisons there are consistent differences in strengths of the nodes.
It is very interesting how in the occipital area, there are some smaller blocks which
show no significant differences within some areas of the hemispheres. The nodes
of the occipital area are mostly stronger in comparison to the frontal, central and
temporal areas. When comparing the adjacency matrix of AS to QS, it can be seen
how the significant differences between nodes in QS are not as strong as in AS. In
QS, some of the same occipital nodes are still a lot stronger than the nodes in the
frontal, central and temporal regions. In QS, there are more significant differences
between nodes within the frontal region than in AS.
The nodal comparisons for lNC in preterms are shown in Figures 18c and 18d.
Firstly, it is noteworthy that the adjacency matrices are very similar to the local
NC results for controls, shown in Figures 18a and 18b. In AS, there are only a
few significant differences within the frontal region, while all other regions have
more variation and significant differences. The nodes of the occipital region are the
strongest when compared to all the other regions. The situation does not change
much in QS, and largely resembles the matrix in AS.
4.4.2 Remote nestedness coefficient
The results of the nodal comparison for rNC in controls are shown in Figures 19a
and 19b. The adjacency matrices for remote NC AS and QS are very different when
compared to the ones for lNC. In rNC and AS, there are now many significant
and strong differences between the nodes of the frontal region, while the intra-
regional comparisons for the other regions have only weak significant differences. The
differences between the C, T and O regions are also quite weak. There seem to be
some very strong frontal nodes, which are a lot stronger than all the other nodes
of the brain and in general the frontal nodes are stronger when compared to other
regions. The situation is quite similar in QS, as there are many very strong nodes in
the frontal area, but this time there are also some strong nodes in the occipital and
temporal regions. The nodes of the central region are in general weaker than the
nodes from all the other regions, and the differences within the central region are
non-existent or weak.
Similarly to lNC in preterms, the rNC nodal comparison results, which are
shown in Figures 19c and 19d, resemble strongly the results of controls, with some
exceptions. There are many more insignificant differences in preterms than in controls,
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(a) Controls in AS (b) Controls in QS
(c) Preterms in AS (d) Preterms in QS
Figure 18: Node-to-node comparison for lNC in controls and preterms. F, C, T
and O stand for frontal, central, temporal and occipital brain regions. A darker
colour means that the difference is more significant, while a pale colour means that
the difference is less significant. White means that there is no significant difference
between the nodes.
for example the comparisons within the central region result in only some significant
differences. All-in-all the intra- and inter-regional comparisons for C and O are
mostly insignificant, while F and T regions seem to be stronger than C and O. The
difference between AS and QS in this case is that the significant differences are more
accentuated in QS, because of the increased amount of insignificant results.
4.4.3 Nested phase–phase correlation
The results of the nodal comparisons for NPPC in controls are shown in Figures
20a and 20b. In AS, most of the matrix shows no significant differences between
the nodes. There are barely any differences within the regions and between the F,
C and T regions. The majority of significant and strong differences are due to the
strength of the occipital nodes which are, barring some exceptions, stronger than all
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(a) Controls in AS (b) Controls in QS
(c) Preterms in AS (d) Preterms in QS
Figure 19: Node-to-node comparison for rNC in controls and preterms. F, C, T
and O stand for frontal, central, temporal and occipital brain regions. A darker
colour means that the difference is more significant, while a pale colour means that
the difference is less significant. White means that there is no significant difference
between the nodes.
the nodes in the F, C and T regions. In QS, there are more significant differences
between nodes, although the amount of insignificant differences are still greater than
in Figures 18a, 18b, 19a and 19b. Like in AS, the nodes of the occipital area are
significantly stronger than the nodes of other areas, but this time also some frontal
nodes show significantly stronger NPPC than nodes from the central and temporal
areas.
The node-to-node comparisons in preterms for NPPC, shown in Figures 20c and
20d, demonstrate quite few significant differences in node strengths. It is, however,
noteworthy that the differences that are shown are quite strong. In AS, the intra-
regional comparisons show almost no significant differences, except for one strong
node in the central region. The occipital region has the strongest nodes in comparison
to the other regions. In QS, the frontal area has some diversity in node strengths, but
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(a) Controls in AS (b) Controls in QS
(c) Preterms in AS (d) Preterms in QS
Figure 20: Node-to-node comparison for NPPC in controls and preterms. F, C, T
and O stand for frontal, central, temporal and occipital brain regions. A darker
colour means that the difference is more significant, while a pale colour means that
the difference is less significant. White means that there is no significant difference
between the nodes.
the other regions show little significant differences. Otherwise, the occipital region
has the strongest nodes over all, yet again.
4.4.4 Phase–phase correlation
The results of nodal comparisons for PPC in controls are shown in Figures 21a and
21b. Here in AS, it can be seen that most of the differences between nodes are
significant. When looking at the strength of nodes from the different regions, it
can be seen that the F nodes are stronger than almost all the nodes from other
regions, while the C and O regions seem to be stronger than the T region. The
intra-regional differences are significant and strong, but there does not seem to be
any clear patterns within them. The matrix for QS is very similar to the one for AS
and the major difference seems to be that the significant differences are not quite as
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strong as in AS.
(a) Controls in AS (b) Controls in QS
(c) Preterms in AS (d) Preterms in QS
Figure 21: Node-to-node comparison for PPC in controls and preterms. F, C, T
and O stand for frontal, central, temporal and occipital brain regions. A darker
colour means that the difference is more significant, while a pale colour means that
the difference is less significant. White means that there is no significant difference
between the nodes.
The results for the nodal comparisons of PPC in preterms are shown in Figures
21c and 21d. The adjacency matrices for AS and QS are quite similar to the results
in controls, shown in Figures 21a and 21b. In both AS and QS, there is not one
region which has stronger nodes than all the others, but the temporal region is clearly
weaker than the rest. When comparing PPC results to the other features’ preterm
results, they show a greater amount of significant differences and the same is true
for the control groups’ results.
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4.5 Features vs. neurological outcome correlation
In this subsection the results for the correlation between the features and the
neurological score C2 (cognitive outcome) are brought forward. There were almost no
significant correlation results to be found between the features and neurological score
C1 (motor outcome) and therefor are not presented in this section. The correlation
coefficients and P-values of the correlation tests are shown in Appendix B, for the
neurological score C1, and in Appendix C, for the neurological score C2. The results
are displayed in a similar way as in the group comparison: the nodes which show
significant correlation at several frequencies are bigger in size. The top 10% strongest
connecting edges are drawn for all the nodes. The correlation results between the
features and C2 for preterms show very little significant results and none that span
over several frequency bands.
4.5.1 Local nestedness coefficient
(a) AS (b) QS
Figure 22: Correlation between neurological score C2 and lNC in healthy controls in
AS (a) and QS (b). Consistency across frequency bands is coded with the size of the
nodes, where bigger equals more consistent.
The correlation between neurological score C2 and lNC in healthy controls is
shown in Figure 22. In AS, there are no nodes which are consistently correlated
through the whole frequency range, but there are two nodes which are negatively
correlated (occipital and temporal regions in the left hemisphere) and three nodes
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which are positively correlated (frontal and central regions in the right hemisphere).
The significant negatively correlated nodes are seen at 4.0 and 5.7 Hz, while the
positively correlated nodes are seen between 4.0 and 11.3 Hz.
In QS, all the significant nodes are in the right hemisphere. The positively
correlated node is located in the frontal region and all the four negatively correlated
nodes are found in the central region. There is one significant negatively correlated
and one significant positively correlated node which are seen across most of the
frequency range: 4.0–11.3 Hz for the positive correlation and 5.7–16.0 Hz for the
negative correlation. The remaining negatively correlated nodes are seen at one or
two frequencies between 4.0 and 8.0 Hz.
(a) AS (b) QS
Figure 23: Correlation between neurological score C2 and lNC in preterms in AS (a)
and QS (b). Consistency across frequency bands is coded with the size of the nodes,
where bigger equals more consistent.
Figure 23 displays the results of C2 and lNC correlation in preterms. It can be
seen that, in AS, there are two nodes which show significant positive correlation and
they are located in the central region of the left hemisphere. These two nodes are
seen at the 4.0 Hz centered frequency band. There is also one node which shows
significant negative correlation in AS and it is located very close to the midline in
the central area of the left hemisphere. It is seen at the frequency band centered
around 16.0 Hz. In QS, there is no negative correlation, only two nodes which show
positive correlation. They are located in the temporal region of the left hemisphere.
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One of the nodes is seen only at the 5.7 Hz frequency band, while the other is seen
both at 4.0 and 5.7 Hz.
4.5.2 Remote nestedness coefficient
Figure 24 shows the results of the correlation between neuroscore C2 and rNC for
controls. In AS, the majority of the positive correlation is located in the right
hemisphere, while negative correlation is situated more to the left hemisphere. The
most consistent node in AS is a negatively correlated node in the central region of
the right hemisphere, very close to the midline. It is shown at the frequency bands
centered around 8.0, 11.3 and 16.0 Hz. The edges that are drawn display that the
strongest connections are both intra- and inter-hemispheric and are widely dispersed
throughout the brain. There is a quite clear pattern to be seen, as the nodes and
edges in each hemisphere are almost symmetric with respect to the midline.
(a) AS (b) QS
Figure 24: Correlation between neurological score C2 and rNC in healthy controls in
AS (a) and QS (b). Consistency across frequency bands is coded with the size of the
nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. The edges show the strongest top 10%
connections of the significant nodes.
In QS, there are two nodes in the right hemisphere, which display significant
negative correlation throughout the whole frequency range, and their connections
are intra-hemispheric. There is also a cluster of positively correlated nodes in the
occipital area of the left hemisphere, which are seen at frequency bands of 4.0, 5.7
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and 8.0 Hz. Their strongest edges are widely spread out over the brain. In the frontal
area of the left hemisphere, there is a negatively correlated node, which is consistent
throughout three frequency bands (5.7, 8.0 and 11.3 Hz). There are also some nodes
in both hemispheres, which show significant correlations, that were only seen at one
frequency band. No significant correlation was found between rNC and C2 in the
preterm group.
4.5.3 Nested phase–phase correlation
The results of correlation between neurological score C2 and NPPC do not show any
significant correlation in either the control group or in the preterms, and in neither
of the sleep states.
4.5.4 Phase–phase correlation
Correlation results between neurological score C2 and PPC are displayed in Figure
25. As with the group comparison, only the two lowest frequency bands (4.0 and
5.7 Hz) are shown. In AS, there are four significant positively correlated nodes in
the occipital region of the brain; two in each hemisphere. All four significant nodes
are seen at both the frequencies of interest. The strongest edges are both intra-
and inter-hemispheric and are concentrated quite close to the node. No significant
negative correlations were found in AS.
In QS, there is only one node, which shows significant negative correlation. It is
located in the occipital region of the right hemisphere and its strongest edges are
both intra- and inter-hemispheric. No significant positive correlations were found in
QS. In case of the preterms, there is no significant correlation between C2 and PPC
in either of the sleep states.
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(a) AS (b) QS
Figure 25: Correlation between neuroscore C2 and PPC in healthy controls in AS
(a) and QS (b). Consistency across frequency bands is coded with the size of the
nodes, where bigger equals more consistent. The edges show the strongest top 10%
connections of the significant nodes.
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5 Discussion
This thesis provides evidence that there are significant differences in the functional
brain connectivity between premature and fullterm babies, at the term-equivalent
age. Some significant correlation was also found between the synchrony features
and the neurological scores. These results and their possible meanings are discussed
below.
5.1 Differences between features
Based on the spatial distribution of all the synchrony features, it can be seen that
different areas of the brain are in different developmental stages. This can be best
seen from the node-to-node comparisons, which give a clear visualization of which
nodes are significantly stronger or weaker than others. When comparing Figures
18 and 19 it is very interesting, how the significantly stronger nodes are located
in opposite areas of the brain. lNC is substantially stronger in the temporal and
occipital regions of the brain, while rNC is stronger in the frontal area. lNC shows
the more advanced short-range connections in the brain, and based on this it could be
hypothesized that the temporal and occipital lobes develop earlier, than the frontal
lobe of the cortex.
A similar pattern can be seen when comparing NPPC and PPC, although it is
not quite as clear, since the amount of significant differences within the NPPC nodal
comparisons (Figure 20) is not that large and on the other hand, the strength of the
frontal area is not as clear in the PPC results (Figure 21). This would be in line
with what Tokariev and colleagues hypothesized about NPPC providing a temporal
frame for training emerging PPC in higher frequency oscillations [15]. These findings
are proof of the temporal grouping of phase–phase correlation within SATs in the
neonatal brain. Earlier studies suggest that the early endogenous mechanism of
functional network connectivity is provided by SATs. The results shown in this thesis
indicate that the role of SATs could expand to provide context for early developing
PPC, a core mechanism for neuronal functional connectivity.
A synchrony feature that stands out from the rest is NPPC, as its results showed
the least significant differences in the group comparisons and in the nodal comparisons
and the least significant correlations in all the tests conducted in this thesis. It is also
noteworthy, how PPC showed some quite extreme results in the group comparison,
where almost all significant nodes were stronger in controls, and in the C2 correlation,
where there was only positive correlation in AS and negative correlation in QS.
In the group comparisons, the frequency bands which show the most significant
and consistent results vary a lot more. lNC has its most consistent and significant
nodes between the 8.0 and 16.0 Hz frequency bands in AS, while rNC has consistent
significant nodes through the whole frequency range in AS. Both features show
significant nodes through all the frequency bands in QS. NPPC does not show any
clear pattern in regards to which frequency bands display the most significant results.
All of the significant and consistent nodes in the group comparison for PPC are in
the two lowest frequency bands (4.0 and 5.7 Hz), with also some in the 8.0 Hz band
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in AS.
The most consistent and significant nodes for all the features in the correlation
with C2 results were found in the lower frequency bands, between 4.0 and 8.0 Hz.
This holds true also for the correlation results between the features (Table 2), where
practically all tests showed significant correlation at the lowest frequencies and all
the strong significant correlation was within the three lowest frequency bands.
The results of this thesis clearly show that the selected synchrony features represent
different coupling mechanisms and connections within the brain, since they are widely
different between the features. The short-range connections depicted by lNC are
being trained in different parts of the brain in comparison to the areas where long-
range connections are still being established. The short-range connections develop
only after the long-range networks have been made [17, 79]. The same applies to
the regions which already show strong PPC and have a weak NPPC, since there no
longer is a need to train the PPC.
5.2 Differences between controls and preterms
The main interest of this thesis was to find out if there are differences in functional
brain connectivity between preterms and controls of approximately the same age.
Based on the results there can clearly be seen significant differences, and they are
looked into in this subsection.
5.2.1 Group comparison
Beginning with the group comparison results for NPPC, there were no clear differences
between controls and preterms. In AS, the two significantly different nodes were
located in the occipital region at the back of the brain, while in QS, the significantly
different nodes were located towards the front of the brain in the frontal and central
regions, regardless of which group was stronger at a node. Most of the significant
nodes in both AS and QS are on the left hemisphere and in QS there are more
significant differences in favour of the controls. However it can be said that NPPC
does not differ greatly between the groups. This could mean that this mechanism
is not necessary anymore at this stage of development, if the PPC is already well
enough established in the brain.
Based on the lNC results, shown in Figure 14, in AS, the brain is seemingly
divided at the center, where lNC is stronger in preterms in the frontal and central
regions, while in the occipital area the lNC is significantly stronger in controls. In QS,
there is no such spatial division, and there are significant differences in favour of both
groups all over the brain. It is noteworthy however, that there is this boomerang
shaped band of significantly stronger lNC at the occipital and temporal regions in
favour of preterms, which is not seen in AS at all. In the same occipital region, there
is a cluster of nodes, which is seen in both AS and QS, at quite many frequency
bands, where the lNC is systematically stronger in controls. In QS, the significant
nodes are much more symmetric between hemispheres, than in AS.
What is interesting when comparing the rNC Figures of AS (15a) and QS (15b),
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is how in AS the strongest connecting nodes are situated towards the temporal and
occipital regions of the brain and none towards the frontal area, whereas in QS the
strong connecting nodes are located all over the brain and in both cases the strong
connections are both intra- and inter-hemispheric. It is also worth noting how in
QS, the preterms have significantly stronger rNC in large portions of the frontal and
especially central areas, while the controls have stronger nodes in the occipital region.
The situation is slightly different in AS, where controls have significantly stronger
nodes at the frontal area, but the preterms do still have most of the significantly
stronger nodes in the central area.
The significant differences between groups in lNC and rNC may indicate the areas
of the brain where SATs are still training emerging connections and networks in the
brain. This means that the nodes which are significantly stronger in preterms have
still more SATs, while in controls they have already diminished. Neither structural or
functional connections in the brain grow simultaneously everywhere, which explains
why there are some regions that are stronger in controls and others that are stronger
in preterms. The most important longer range connections develop first before
establishing shorter range cortico-cortical connections [17, 79]. The development of
intra-cortical connections is also needed before the functional connections are capable
of generating precise high-frequency activity, which is presumed to be necessary for
cognitive functions [48, 80].
The feature which resulted in significant differences, which were mostly in favour
of one group was PPC, where almost all significant difference was caused by stronger
PPC in controls. It is very interesting to note how the significantly stronger nodes for
controls are distributed between AS and QS, as most of the nodes are in the frontal
area, some are in the central area and only a few are in the temporal and occipital
areas. These PPC results, where controls are significantly stronger in very large areas
of the brain, could be explained by stronger more established connections in controls,
which can produce precise high-frequency activity. The very stark difference between
the groups in the frontal region both in AS and QS, is very noteworthy, since the
frontal lobe is related to higher cognitive tasks, such as working memory, problem
solving, task management and decision making [48, 81, 82].
5.2.2 Nodal comparison
Across all nodal comparisons it is quite clear that there are differences between
controls and preterms. For the most part, the results for preterms are characterized
by not so pronounced significant differences and another very noticeable difference
is the greater amount of insignificant results. This means that within the preterms’
brain there are not as many significantly different nodes, as in the controls’ brain.
The lesser amount of significant differences could possibly be caused by the fact that
the brain has not developed as fast and the nodes have not yet differentiated so
clearly from one another.
Even if there are some visible differences in the adjacency matrices between the
two groups, they are for the most part very similar and the patterns created by the
significant differences clearly resemble each other. Based on this it is evident that
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prematurity does not in itself cause any "miswired" connections within the brain.
5.2.3 Features vs. neurological outcome
There was a very clear difference between controls and preterms when looking at
the results of the neurological score C2 correlations, as the only feature with which
preterms had any significant results was lNC, while none of the other features
displayed any significant correlation with C2. The controls showed significant results
with all features except NPPC. Positive correlation between features and C2 mean
that when the value of the feature grows, the value of C2 grows as well and in
negative correlation the C2 value diminishes while the feature value grows.
In the features vs. C2 correlation results, it can be seen that in most cases there is
both significant positive and negative correlation in both sleep states, except for the
PPC results, which show significant positive correlation only in AS and significant
negative correlation only in QS. In most of the cases which show both positive and
negative correlation in both sleep states, there is a division between hemispheres,
where one hemisphere has only positive correlation and the other hemisphere has
only negative correlation. This can be seen in Figure 22a, which shows results for
lNC in controls in AS, Figure 23b, which shows results for lNC in preterms in QS,
and to some extent in Figure 24 showing the results for rNC. In the rNC results,
both types of correlation are found in both hemispheres, but it is clear that most of
the significant positive correlation is in one hemisphere and most of the significant
negative correlation is in the other. In the remaining results it can be seen how there
are significant results only in one hemisphere: the lNC results for controls in QS
(Figure 22b) show how all the significant correlation is in the right hemisphere and
in preterms the lNC results in AS (Figure 23a) show how the significant results are
in the left hemisphere only.
Similarly to the group comparison, NPPC does not show any clear differences
between the groups. This means that at this age, there are not many significant
differences between the control group and the preterms, when looking at NPPC.
5.3 Correlation with neurological outcome
The fact that there was practically no significant correlation between the synchrony
features and motor outcome (C1), while significant correlations were found between
the features and cognitive outcome (C2) is intriguing. There does not seem to be a
link between the C1 score and the synchrony features used in this thesis. This could
be due to the fact that PPC is linked to higher cognitive tasks [48, 81, 82] and that
cross-frequency phase–amplitude coupling (depicted with NC) has been shown to
play a role in learning and memory [83, 84]. Some other synchrony feature could be
used to possibly show significant correlation with the motor outcome.
It is also noteworthy that the preterms showed significant correlation only between
lNC and C2, while controls showed significant correlation results with C2 in lNC,
rNC and PPC. As the neurological scores have shown some predictive value related
to motor and neurological outcome, the question of whether the synchrony features
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that showed strongest significant correlations could also have some predictive worth
has to be discussed. The value of a possibly predictive synchrony feature would be
greater for prematurely born babies, since they are at higher risk for neurological
disorders. That is however not the case based on these results, since only controls
had features which were consistently significantly correlated with C2, and even in
controls the number of significant nodes for the synchrony features were quite low.
When looking at the C2 correlation results for controls, it can be seen that the
most consistent nodes throughout all the features are in the right hemisphere and
most of them are either in the central or occipital regions. The only feature that shows
a closely packed cluster of several nodes which have similar and consistent correlation
is PPC in AS (Figure 25a), where a cluster of 4 positively correlated nodes are in the
occipital region. The similar phenomenon can be seen in the rNC QS results (Figure
24b), although in this case not all the nodes are quite as consistent. Based on these
results, PPC and rNC show the most consistent significant correlations with the
cognitive outcome. However, further research is needed to determine the predictive
value of these features. The results of this thesis do not deny the idea of synchrony
features having use as predictive tools.
5.4 Differences between sleep states
In the group comparison results, QS shows more significant nodes with all the
synchrony features. In addition to a larger amount of significant nodes seen in QS,
a larger portion of the significant nodes are consistent throughout many frequency
bands. A difference between sleep states can also be seen in the nodal comparison
results, where for most features (lNC, Figure 18; rNC, Figure 19 and NPPC, Figure
20) more significant and strong differences are seen. This manifests itself as less white
space in the adjacency matrices, and darker colours. Only in the case of PPC, it is
very hard to tell the adjacency matrices of AS apart from the ones of QS, but when
comparing the two very closely QS does end up showing more significant results.
In the case of correlations with the neurological score C2, the same pattern
continues, but it is not quite as clear, since the results do not show that many
significant nodes overall. For example, in the lNC results in controls (Figure 22)
and preterms (Figure 23), the amount of significant nodes is identical (four in AS
and four in QS for controls) or very close (three in AS and two in QS for preterms).
Although the results are very similar in number, the significant nodes in QS are
more consistent throughout the frequency range. This holds true also for the rNC
results for controls (Figure 24). The PPC results (Figure 25) do not fit this trend,
as there are four significant and consistent nodes in AS and only one significant and
consistent node in QS. It is also interesting, how the significant nodes in AS show
only positive correlation and in QS the node shows negative correlation.
Similar differences between sleep states have been found in a previous study
conducted by Tokariev and colleagues [12], where NC was found to be significantly
stronger in QS, in comparison to AS, at all frequencies, while PPC was significantly
stronger in QS rather than AS, at frequency bands below 1 Hz and above 4 Hz. The
results of this thesis are in line with these findings.
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As all the experiments and statistical tests were done separately at both sleep
states, it can be seen that there are clear differences, throughout the results displayed
in this thesis. Even though QS shows more significant results, AS should not be
discarded from future research as both sleep states are valuable and might show
different results. The reason why QS shows more significant results might be due to
the fact that in QS the voltage is higher, the inter-SAT activity has a lower frequency
and the nature of the EEG signal is more jagged and discontinuous.
5.5 Strengths and limitations of the study
The strengths of this study begin with large enough sample sizes (67 controls and
46 preterms). The preprocessing of the data was done meticulously, where artefacts
were removed to achieve as good data as possible for the experiments. The source
reconstruction of the cortical signals removed many potential problems, caused by
volume conduction and other difficulties related to synchrony features calculated
from raw EEG signals [10, 45]. Once the synchrony features were calculated from
the data, the fidelity operator was applied to remove unreliable cortical sources and
pairwise comparisons. With median normalization, potentially subjective differences
are accounted for, and by doing age correction to the synchrony features, the
confounding factor of age was excluded. After using the Wilcoxon rank tests and
Spearman’s correlation to calculate the results of this thesis, post-hoc correction was
used to remove false positives and ensure that the results are actually significant. All
of the above means that the data has been prepared and handled with the necessary
attention in order to achieve as reliable results as possible.
The strength of this thesis and its results are also based on the large range of
frequency bands that were investigated: bands centered around 4.0, 5.7, 8.0, 11.3 and
16.0 Hz. Also several synchrony features were calculated from the data (lNC, rNC,
NPPC, PPC), which add to the robustness of the research, as they depict different
coupling mechanisms of the brain.
There are also some limitations to the study. For example, source signal recon-
struction is not without its challenges and problems, such as field spread, which
can add some inaccuracies to the functional connectivity measures. The results
of this thesis only show the general landscape of the functional brain connectivity
between the two groups, and based on them it can not be analyzed if and how these
prematurely born babies have a higher likelihood of developing neurological disorders.
The results show significant differences, but they can not be used to make predictions
on the babies’ outcomes.
5.6 Future directions
The results of this thesis clearly show how there are significant differences in the
functional brain connectivity between babies born prematurely and fullterm babies.
The fact that the differences span throughout the wide range of frequency bands and
all the synchrony features shows that the results of this thesis are not coincidence.
Since functional connectivity is linked to many neurological disorders, further research
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is and certainly will be done on this subject. Especially the potential predictive value
of functional connectivity features in regards to the neurological outcome of babies
is a matter that needs more research. lNC, rNC and PPC in controls and lNC in
preterms showed significant correlations with the cognitive outcome (C2). Based on
the results of this thesis it can not be said for certain that synchrony features can be
used to predict cognitive outcome, but the results do not deny the possibility of it.
In future studies some other synchrony features could be added to the research,
in order to find if they would be better suited to predict the neurological outcomes
of babies.
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6 Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to study the differences in functional connectivity between
prematurely born babies and babies born fullterm at the term-equivalent age. Another
aspect of the study was to experiment and find out if the synchrony features that
are used to measure functional connectivities could show potential in predicting the
neurological outcome of babies. The work done in this thesis was novel work, in
which different coupling mechanisms (phase–amplitude and phase–phase) of functional
connectivity were compared between the two groups. The experiments were conducted
throughout a wide range of frequency bands, at two sleep states and using several
synchrony features.
Based on the differences between the groups, it can be said that NPPC as a
feature does not show significant differences at this developmental stage, local and
remote NC display some clear regional differences and the PPC results show that
it is a lot more developed in controls, in practically the whole brain. The greater
amount of significantly stronger nodes in preterms both for local and remote NC,
could be due to the fact that SATs have largely diminished in the control group, but
are still present in the preterms. This would mean a slight delay in the development
of the functional brain connectivity. The PPC group comparison differences are
of importance, because precise high-frequency activity is thought to be needed in
cognitive functions. Also the fact that the differences are prominent in the frontal
lobe, which plays an important role in the same cognitive functions is noteworthy. It
can be argued that being born prematurely negatively affects the development of
phase synchrony and possibly cognition.
When looking at the correlation results between the features and the neurological
outcome, no clear relationship was found between the features and motor outcome
as there was almost no significant correlation. The correlation between cognitive
outcome and the features on the other hand did show significant correlations, mostly
in controls. This means that from the synchrony features used in this thesis lNC, rNC
and PPC need to be studied further in the context of predicting cognitive outcome.
Due to the lack of correlation in preterms, the predictive value and the strength of
the prediction would probably be higher in babies that were born fullterm. Based on
the results of this thesis, it can not be declared that functional connectivity features
can be used to predict the outcome, but the results do not disprove it either.
Clear, more pronounced and consistent differences can be seen in QS when
compared to AS, as more consistent significant nodes (shown at several frequency
bands) are seen in QS. This information can be of use in future research, where
functional connectivity is studied. However, only studying QS is not encouraged, as
the results between sleep states vary and both hold valuable information.
The differences in functional connectivity between the two groups, shown in
this thesis certainly need more research. It would be interesting to find out how
the differences in functional connectivity develop with age and what the long-term
outcomes are. Most importantly the predictive potential of synchrony features need
to be studied, since the results shown here are inconclusive, but plausible.
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A Features vs. age correlation
The tables below show the results of the correlation tests between the features and
the age of the subjects at all the frequency bands for each node in the brain. The
tables show the Spearman’s correlation coefficient as Rho and the P-value of each
test.
Table A1: Local NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table A2: Local NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table A3: Remote NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
controls in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
63
Table A4: Remote NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
controls in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
64
Table A5: NPPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
65
Table A6: NPPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
66
Table A7: PPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
67
Table A8: PPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
68
Table A9: Local NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
69
Table A10: Local NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
70
Table A11: Remote NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
71
Table A12: Remote NC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
72
Table A13: NPPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
73
Table A14: NPPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
74
Table A15: PPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
75
Table A16: PPC and age correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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B Features vs. C1 correlation
The tables below show the results of the correlation tests between the features and
the combination score C1 at all the frequency bands for each node in the brain. The
tables show the Spearman’s correlation coefficient as Rho and the P-value of each
test.
Table B1: Local NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B2: Local NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B3: Remote NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B4: Remote NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
80
Table B5: NPPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B6: NPPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
82
Table B7: PPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B8: PPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B9: Local NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B10: Local NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B11: Remote NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
87
Table B12: Remote NC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
88
Table B13: NPPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B14: NPPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B15: PPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table B16: PPC and C1 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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C Features vs. C2 correlation
The tables below show the results of the correlation tests between the features and
the combination score C2 at all the frequency bands for each node in the brain. The
tables show the Spearman’s correlation coefficient as Rho and the P-value of each
test.
Table C1: Local NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C2: Local NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C3: Remote NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C4: Remote NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C5: NPPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C6: NPPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C7: PPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C8: PPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for controls in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C9: Local NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C10: Local NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C11: Remote NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C12: Remote NC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for
preterms in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less
than 0.05, but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C13: NPPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C14: NPPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms
in QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05,
but was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C15: PPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
AS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
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Table C16: PPC and C2 correlation coefficients (Rho) and P-values, for preterms in
QS. Green: significant after post-hoc correction. Yellow: P-value less than 0.05, but
was excluded by post-hoc correction.
